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   Abstract— In  this  paper  a  programmable   pulse Doppler 

radar  simulator  has been  designed  and  implemented based  on  

system  on   chip  technology (SOC) .all  the  hardware  has been  

implemented  inside  the  programmable  logic  (  PL)     and  the  

driven  software  has  been  stored and  executed   by  processor  

system ( PS)  of  the  chip. AXI bus is chosen for data transfer 

between PS   and PL   portions   of the   chip. HLS based on  

System C   language   which  is   new  classes  added  to  the  C++   

language  for   hardware  design  is  used .  A test benches have 

been written for the simulation, checking and the good 

functionality of the system. 

 
    Index Terms— SOC, System C, HLS, AXI. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A System C is a system design language that has evolved in 

response to a pervasive need for a language that improves 

overall productivity for designers of electronic systems. 

Typically, today’s systems contain application-specific 

hardware and software. Furthermore, the hardware and 

software are usually co-developed on a tight schedule, the 

systems have tight real-time performance constraints, and 

thorough functional verification is required to avoid 

expensive and sometimes catastrophic failures. 

System C offers real productivity gains by letting engineers 

design both the hardware and software components together 

as these components would exist on the final system, but at a 

high level of abstraction. This higher level of abstraction 

gives the design team a fundamental understanding early in 

the design process of the intricacies and interactions of the 

entire system and enables better system tradeoffs, better and 

earlier verification, and overall productivity gains through 

reuse of early system models as executable specifications 

Strictly speaking, SystemC is not a language, but rather a 

class library within a well-established language, C++. 

SystemC is not a panacea that will solve every design 

productivity issue. However, when SystemC is coupled 

With the SystemC Verification Library, it does provide in 

one language many of the characteristics relevant to system 

design and modeling tasks that are missing or scattered among 

the other languages. Additionally, SystemC provides a 

common language for software and hardware, C++. 

Several languages have emerged to address the various 

aspects of system design. Although Ada and Java have proven 

their value, C/C++ is predominately used today for embedded 

system software. The hardware description languages 

(HDLs), VHDL and Verilog, are used for simulating and 

synthesizing digital circuits. Vera and e are the languages of 

choice for Functional verification of complex 

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). System 

Verilog is a new language that evolves the Verilog language 

to address many hardware-oriented system design issues. 

Matlab and several other tools and languages such as SPW 

and System Studio are widely used for capturing system 

requirements and developing signal processing algorithms. 

Fig. 1 highlights the application of these and other system 

design languages [1] 

A. For pulse Doppler radar simulator the main signals 

needed is    [2] 

1- SYNC  (Trigger )which  represent  the  start  of   

transmission and ON   time for  the  transmitter 

2-  Range  Gate  (RG)  which  represent  the   minimum  

resolution  in  range for  the  radar And   equal to 

SYNC ON time 

3- ACP  represent  the  minimum  resolution   in azimuth  

( 4096 pulses/revolution) 

4- NP north  pulse (one  pulse  /revolution ) 

5- Video one  or  two  channels   which  represent  the  

output  of  phase  detector   

II. SIGNALS GENERATION 

A SOC   development board Zed Board   using the Xilinx 

Zynq®-7000 All Programmable SoC.  [3] with VIVADO 

HLS  2015.4  development  tool from  Xilinx   are  used  for  

development  ,simulation and  testing [4] 

A. SYNC and RG   

A  counter  with  the  system  clock  is  used .the  counter  is  

reset when  the  out  is  greater  or  equal to a   programmed  

value  from PS  (sr_t_rg) and  range  gate clock (sr_rg)  

change   state . 

Another  counter  with  rg  as  clock is  used  for  the  number  

of  range  gates   in  one  SYNC is  reset  when the  counter is  

greater  or  equal  to programmed  value  from  PS (sr_t_tr)  

The above counters are described using SystemC [4] language 

as shown in Fig. 2 

B. ACP and NP 

A  counter  with  the  system  clock  is  used .the  counter  is  

reset when  the  out  is  greater  or  equal to a   programmed  

value  from PS  (sr_t_acp) and  azimuth   gate clock (sr_acp)  

change   state . 

Another  counter  with  sr_acp  as  clock is  used  for  

azimuth clocks   in  one  revolution is  reset  when the  counter 

is  greater  or  equal  4096  as shown in Fig.  3  
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C. Video generation 

Dual  port Memory  RAM  (4K*8)  is  used   to  store  the  

video  for  a complete  SYNC pulse .The  write  operation  is  

controlled  by  the  PS  while  the  reading  is  done  by range  

gate  counter . 

The write operation is enabled when sr_we = true and read 

when sr_we = false. As shown in Fig. 3   

D. Processor (PS) and logic connection (PL) 

Using Export RTL  tool in Vivado HLS  an intellectual 

property ( ip ) ,(sradar_0) is  generated  and added  to design  

repository  with AXI slave  (S_AXI_SLV0)connection  to  the  

PS  as  defined  by  Protocol directive as shown in Fig. 4, 5 

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Following is the Vivado HLS design flow: [5] 

1. Compile, execute (simulate), and debug the C algorithm. 

Note: In high-level synthesis, running the compiled C 

program is referred to as C simulation. 

Executing the C algorithm simulates the function to validate 

that the algorithm is functionally correct. 

2. Synthesize the C algorithm into an RTL implementation, 

optionally using user optimization directives. 

3. Generate comprehensive reports and analyze the design. 

4. Verify the RTL implementation using a pushbutton flow. 

5. Package the RTL implementation into a selection of IP 

formats 

-   The synthesis process reports indicate the following 

parameters. 

The minimum  clock  for  the  design 4.96 ns (3.71 ns + 1.25 

ns ),The  maximum  clock  number  for one  iteration  in  the  

loop  is  6 and The percentages  of  resources  used  are  less  

than  1 %   As shown in Fig. 6   

- To find  the  relation  between the number  of  clocks 

(sr_t_rg)  which is an input from the PS through AXI bus  and 

range  gate  width generated by  PL side .A different  

simulations ,synthesizes and   C/Cosimulation  was  done with 

different values  for (sr_t_rg)  and  the  following  results  are  

obtained  as  show  in  Fig. 7 

3- From Fig. 7 the relation between sr_t_rg   and Range Gate 

Width is 

Range Gate Width = rs_t_rg *80 + 80  

Ex- for sr_t_rg = 50 

Range Gate Width = 50 * 80 + 80 =4080 ns  

The same analysis for ACP (sr_t_acp) which defines the 

number of revolution per minute for the radar. 

Fig. 8 shows the simulation for  

sr_t_rg = 50      (define range gate –rg ) 

sr_t_acp = 51   (define ACP) 

sr_t_tr = 6         (define number of range gates /2 in one    

                          Trigger) 

sr_t_np = 10    (define number of ACP/2 in one revolution) 

 And memory   testing by writing 23 in the addresses   0 to   

100 with sr_we = 1 and reading with sr_we = 0   

4- To test  the  ip  generated and  the  connection with the  PS  

a C- Program is written  to  write  23  value  in  memory  

location  20 and  continuous   reading  of  azimuth and   video 

output  and  display on  PC connected  as    terminal as  shown  

in  Fig. 9 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

1- Different types of radar signals can be   easily generated by 

writing   a suitable C- Program software   and setting   new 

parameters for radar   signals to be   loaded   in the   PS  side 

2- The  use of  HLS design tools will   reduce dramatically  the 

design time  and easily  generate intellectual   properties(ip) 

which   could  reused  and   integrated  for  other  designs   
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APPENDIX 

 
Fig. 1(SystemC constructed with other designs languages) [1] 

 

 
 

Fig. 2(RG and SYNC generation) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 3(ACP and NP generation) 

 

 
Fig. 4(Memory read write and protocols directives) 
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Fig. 5(PS and ip connection) 

 

 
 

Fig. 6(syntheses results) 

 

 
 

Fig. 7(RG time parameters and RG width) 

 

 
 

Fig. 8(simulation  results ) 

 

 
 

Fig. 9(PS  test Software) 

 
Fig. 10(reading azimuth counter and video out) 

 

 


